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Richard H. Salz
60 Twenty-seventh Avenue'
San Francisco, California 94121
This year marks the 25th Anniversary of
the Canal Zone Study Group. Congratulations and thanks to all of you - for without
a loyal membership we could not exist; without a hard-working
Editor we could not
exist; and without the energy put forth by
our governing body we could not exist.
While looking over the CZSG Nates (Vol.
I, No.1, Feb. 1953) the article on the origin of the CZSG was particularly appealling alll sec~I~:;l~!),;t -r~l~va!1t for 'rereading
~~ this time:
"ORIGIN OF THE C.Z.S.G. The conept of an informal group of collectors interested in study and research work on Canal
Zone stamps and the private circulation of
an informal publication just for Canal Zone
collectors, originated with George W. Brett
in a letter to your Editor [Edward S. Conger, deceased] back in February 1951. Jim
DeVoss soon lent his energy and drive to
the idea and gradually the C.Z.S.G. has
taken form. Other Canal Zone collectors
(Continued

on page 23)

MEETING NOTICE
FLORE X '77 Tampa Airport Holiday
Inn, Cypress Ave., Tampa, FL., on
November 5, 1977 at 11:00 A.M.
Details from Milton Faivre, 235 N.
Commerce, Sea bring, FL. 33870.
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THIRD QUARTER, 1977

MAIL SALE No. 6
REMINDER
Closing date for receipt of bids is
October 11, 1977 by noon P.D.T. at
R. H. Salz's, 6O-~7th Avenue, San
Francisco, CA 94121.

No. 44

The Early Registry Service
By Thomas Brougham
According to the Panama Canal Review of July 2, 1954, and the 1906 Annual Report
of the United States Post Office Department, the registry service in the Canal Zone was
begun in August of 1905. This is supported by a letter dated September 8, 1905 from
A. E. Branham, Chief, Division of Posts, to his superior, Tom Cooke, Director of Posts,
in which he mentions having "established" the service.
In setting up this service, Branham was
perhaps his own first customer. Two covers
mailed by him to a Miss Bessie Connell in
Kansas City have recently been discovered.
The first cover, from Gorgona, Fig. 1, and
dated August 19, 1905, bears a manuscript
·~No. 1" (!);. the second, from Ancon Station A, Fig. 2, and dated September 6,
1905, bears a manuscript "No. 56". Each
has New York and Kansas City registry
marks on the reverse.
Both covers bear normal stamps and proper rates: ten cents on one (two copies of
Nos. 9, and 14) and twelve cents on the
other (twelve copies of No.9, one of which
is on the reverse) . Ten cents was then the
rate for a one-ounce domestic registered
letter (destinations in the U.S. being "domestic" ); the additional two cents would
have paid for a second ounce. The very
rough way these covers were opened indicates that they were not received by a stamp
collector.
These are the earliest known registry covers from the Canal Zone and the three postmarks on them are the earliest examples of
each (however, an earlier Station A cancel
is rumored).
But the chief importance of
these covers is that neither bears any postmark or label from Cristobal. They are the
only reported covers from the earliest stage
of registry service - the period before Cristobal became the "exchange office" for registered mail leaving the Zone.
This early stage was the result of misunderstandings
between
Branham,
on one
hand, and Cooke and the postal officials in
Washington, D.C., on the other. Thanks'to
a group of official letters which Hugh Cassibry "saved" it has been possible to recon-
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struct not only the story of this mistake but
the larger story of the beginning of the
registry service.
I have chosen to organize and present this
history by quoting these letters at length and
in chronological order, interspersing comlnents a~d information -.from other sources.
Where I have inserted comments within a
quoted passage, the comments are in brackets. Information on covers and cancels is
dealt with in a separate section after the
history.

Detailed History
On August 27, 1904, the Acting Third
Assistant Postmaster General in Washington,
D.C. wrote regarding registry service to
Paymaster E. C. Tobey who was "in charge
of Post Offices" in the Canal Zone. Quoting
from this letter:
"It is assumed that at the post offices in
the Canal Zone ...
the domestic Postal
Regulations will be followed. Instructions
as to the transaction of registry business are
given in Title Five ("Registry System") of
the Postal Laws and Regulations, edition of
1902."
"A set of samples of all of the forms
which are generally used in the registry
service is sent to you this day .. ."
"In making up registered matter for dispatch, one of the two follOwing methods, as
you may deem preferable, should be followed: Registered mail addressed to post
offices in the United Slates may be inclosed
in registered package envelopes addressed
to the postmaster at the office of destination,
and that for foreign countries inclosed in
(Continued

on page 24)
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Canal Zone New Issues
There has been some confusion about the
new rotary press printings of Canal Zone
stamps. Only the 5¢ Stevens stamp has
been issued in a rotary printing so far. It is
perforated 11 x IOYl instead of the previous
perf. 11 all around. The vertical dimension
of the design is greater than that of the flat
plate version due to the stretching of the
plate when it is curved to fit the press. W.
C. Merwin, Acting Director of Posts, writes
that the plates used for the previous flat
plate printings had become corroded in storage. He states that all further reprints of
the regular series will be made from the old
Hat plates as long as the condition of the
plates permit.
Mr. Merwin also states that all new issues
and all new printings of existing stamps
from 1976 on have had or will have the new
flat (almost invisib]e) gum. It does not
.s.~emto have been previously reported that
the 22¢ and 35¢ airmail stamps of 1976 and
.the 13¢ Cascadas Dredge of 1976 exist only
with the flat gum. In addition to the 30¢
'airmail reported in the last issue with flat
gum, Bob Stevens reports the 2¢ Roosevelt,
3¢ Goethe]s, and the 50¢ B]ackburn with
the flat gum. The post office is trying to
use up old stocks with the regular gum
before issuing these new printings to post

offices. They are also sending the 3¢, 4¢,
and 5¢ coils to post offices with instructions
to sell them at the windows in order to reduce the stocks of these now slow moving
stamps.
The first class rate will probably increase
to 16¢ around the first of next year. The
Canal Zone Stamp Advisory Committee met
in June and decided to issue a 16¢ stamp
(assuming this is the new rate) in commemorative size. It will depict a Jocks ]ocomotive going up a ramp as it pulls and
stabilizes a ship on its passage through one
of the Jocks. This stamp will probably also
be issued in booklet form. It has been proposed that the United States have a new
citizens' rate of 13¢ when the regular rate
is increased to 16¢. A special postage stamp
will be required for this rate. It is not
known how this would affect the Canal
Zone which has always had the same rates
as the United States.

Scott 1978 Catalogue
The new Scott Standard Catalogue Vol. I
appeared on schedule at the begiIming of
July. Prices of stamps of the Canal Zone
and other U. S. Possessions are now revised
twice a year. There are a large number of
upward price changes compared to the
Specialized Catalogue which came out a
half year ago. Thus the collector really
needs this new catalogue to have the latest
prices. The changes are so numerous that
we can only present a small sample here.
In each case the price in the 1977 Standard
Catalogue is given in parenthesis following
the new catalogue price.
Scott No. 9c, $1100 ($900); lOa, $100
($75); 13a, $75 ($55); 15, $800 ($725);
17b, $5 ($4); 21a, $1250 ($1000); 22a,
$300 ($200); 22b, $400 ($250); 23b, $600
( $500);' 23g, $2500 ($2000); 32c, $300
($175); 37, $20 ($15); 39f, $1250 ($1000);
47, $800 ($650); 50, $15 ($12); 56a, $150
($100); 56b, $175 ($110); 58, $150
($125); 60-66, $99 ($87); 61£, $500
($400); 67, $350 ($275); 70-81, $162
($146);
nc, $400 ($250); 84-95, $168
($138); 91a, $300 ($150); 97, $12 ($8);
102a, $650 ($500); }7, $25 ($20); }15,
$28 ($20).

Auctions
An unusually large number of better grade
Canal Zone stamps were offered at auction
during the spring season. Demand continues
strong for good material of all types. The
better- errors, plate blocks, and postal stationery were especially in demand.
Only about a half dozen copies are recorded on Scott No. ge, inverted overprint.
Wolffers sold a used example for $1000
( $900) . He also had an unused copy of No.
15 with the perforations cutting the design
which brought $800 ($725). Only 7 used
copies of No. 15 are recorded, most of which
have defects. Siege] offered a used copy
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with a corner perforation crease which
brought $950 ($725).
Only 7 copies are recorded of Scott No.
23g, one of the popular inverted center errors. Again most of the known copies have
defects. Kelleher offered a used example
with various defects which sold for $1950
( $2500). Wolffers offered a copy of the
popular Thatcher missing bridge error, No.
No. 157a. This brought a new high price of
$4500 ($3500), even though 50 copies of
this error are available.
The rarest major number of Canal Zone
postal stationery is undoubtedly No. UX5
in unused condition. The first copy to be
sold in a major auction sale since 1971 was
offered by Siege] and brought $575 ($400).
Only one or two examples are known of
Canal Zone proofs (except for 8 copies of
No. 117P]), so that they are only available
on rare occasions. Kelleher offered three
proofs in his auction. All were large die
proofs with a "C" for cancelled punched
through the design. In spite of this disfiguring punch which does not exist on any
previously reported Canal Zone proofs, they
brought very high prices: No. 139PI, $420
($350); No. 141PI, $500 ($350); No.
C21P], $650. This last proof has not previously been reported.
Kaufmann Auctions of Washington, D. C.
had a sale with a very fine lot of U. S. Possessions. Among the better items was a copy
of No. 15 which brought $825 ($800). An
unus~d copy of the extremely rare Type III,
2<1',No. 47 was offered. The stamp had partially disturbed o. g. and the perforations
almost cut the design, yet it brought $900
($800) . The 2¢ of the Centenary series with
double overprint, No. 61b, with disturbed
o. g. brought $150 ($200). It is interesting
to note that the same copy sold in the Tows
sale in 1949 for $10.50.
The following list has been arranged by
Scott catalogue number. The price realized
is given following this number. The catalogue price as listed in the auction catalogue
is given in parenthesis. All items are unused and without serious defects unless mentioned otherwise. All prices have been
rounded to the nearest dollar.
Scott No.1, nibbed perfs., $185 ($175)
Wolffers; 2, on cover, $190 ($175) Siegel;
3, $130 ($135) Wolffers; 3, on cover to
France, $280 ($200) WoIffers; 3, on cover,
$240 ($200) Kaufmann; 3a, on cover, $600
WoIffers.
No.4, plate block of 6, f., $160 ($150)
H. R. Harmer; 4-8, on cover, $150 WoIffers;
lOa, $130 ($100) Kaufmann; 11, block of
4 with inv~rted M + 2 copies of 16b on
cover offered with a second cover with a
pair of No. 13, inverted M, $210 ($60)
Siegel; 17b, sheet of 100, $325 ($437) Siegel;
20, sheet of 100, $950 ($1634) Siegel; 20b,
$68 ($60) Kaufmann.
No. 22, block of 4 with ANA, $33 ($23)
Kaufmann; 23d, gum staining, $210 ($250)
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-l\..aurillann-;27-30, $53 ($48) Kaufmann; 32a,
Maiden Voyages
crease between stamps, $180 ($150) KaufBy Miller Hurt
mann; 43, sheet of 100, $290 ($325) Siegel;
This
is
an
attempt
to start a list of Maiden
45, sheet of 100, $475 ($625) Siegel.
"Voyage
covers
from
the Canal Zone.
No. 52, block of 10, various faults, ~70
S. S. Santa Rosa, Jan. 6, 1933. Covers
($62) Wolffers; 56a, $190 ($150) Kaufmann;
56b, perfs cut on two sides, $160 ($175) are machine canceled at Cristobal on Jan. 6,
Kaufmann; 58, dull gum, f., $125 ($135) 1933. A cachet is hand stamped in black
Wolffers; 59, $73 ($75) Kelleher; 61a, light ink. It consists of a double lined one and
crease, disturbed o. g., $105 ($55) Kauf- seven-eighths inch circle and a double lined
mann; 67a, small thin, perfs cut, $350 ($400) inner circle, between which in large capital
Kaufmann; 1924, unissued Arms set of 7, letters in a semi-circle are the words
"GRACE LINE" and at the bottom "PA$340 ($426) Kelleher.
CIFIC COAST - NEW YORK SERVICE".
No. 7ld, $135 ($120) Kaufmann; 7le, $25 In three lines within the circle are the
{$25) Kenedi; 73a, $30 ($35) Kenedi; 75, words "1IAIDEN VOYAGE, JAN 6, 1933,
plate block of 6, $525 ($250) H. R. Harmer; SANTA ROSA".
81, plate number Single, $105 ($100) KaufS. S. Santa Paula, Feb. 14, 1933. Covers
mann; 81, plate block of 6, f., $1300 ($850)
are machine canceled at Cristobal on Feb.
H. R. Harmer; 86a, in sheet of 100, $300
14, 1933. The cachet is printed in red show{$418) 'Siegel; 86c, perfs cut, $230 ($300)
ing a replica of a boat atop a double line
Kaufmann; 87, plate block of 6, smaIl gum
triangle. A smaller single line triangle inskips, f., $230 ($190) H. R. Harmer;' 91, closes
the words "PACIFIC COAST plate block of 6, $40 ($30) Kaufmann; 94,
NEW YORK SERVICE" across the top and
$90 ($95) Kaufmann; 95, $33 ($35) Kauf- "MEXICO· GUATEMALA· EL SALVAmann; 95, plate block of 6, gum crease,
DOR" and on the right "COSTA RICA .
$500 ($400) H. R. Harmer; 97, plate block PANAMA· COLUMBIA· CUBA". In six
of 6, $140 ($110) H. R. Harmer; lOla, $50
lines within the triangle are the words
{$50) Kaufmann; collection of plate blocks
"FIRST VOYAGE, SANTA PAULA, CAN$675 ($694) H. R. Harmer.
AL ZONE, Feb. 14, 1933 GRACE LINE".
No. 115c, 2 panes in booklet, $120 ($80) The triangle is Hanked on both sides with a
Kenedi; 120-135, $34 ($47) Wolffers; 120- drawing of a boat passing through a cut in
135, plate blocks of 6, 50¢ reinforced mar- the canal.
gin, some gum creases, $575 ($343) H. R.
S. S. Santa Lucia, March 28, 1933. CovHarmer.
ers are machine canceled at Cristobal on
No. Cl, plate block of 6, $80 ($60) Kauf- this date. The cachet is printed in dark
mann; No. C2, $46 ($45) Wolffers; C2, block red brown. It shows a plantation worker
of 4, $160 ($190) Kelleher; CI5-20, $21 about 2%" high. Above him is the word
($30)]<:enedi;.C15-S10,plate blocks-of 6, 10¢ - PANAMA in, a semi-circle and then in three
reinforced, 25¢ small thin, $260 ($241) H. lines "FIRST VOYAGE 'SANTA LUCIA'''.
R. Harmer; C25a, $290 ($300) H. R. Har- Below him are the words "CALIFORNIA
HAVANA - NEW YORK
MEXICO
mer; C09, used, $230 ($250) Kelleher.
Bliss provisional postage due handstamps GUATEMALA EL SALVADOR PANAGRACE
on 8 diff. stamps, Type B, $425 Siegel; J4-6, MA COLUMBIA HAVANA
MARCH 28, 1933". During World
light crease on 10¢, $45 ($40) Kaufmann; LINE
J17a, $160 ($130) Kelleher; 08, used, $270 War II the name of the ship was changed
to USS Leedstown, Navy Transport AP73.
($350) Kelleher.
It was sunk by submarine action on Nov. 9,
No. U2c, $375 ($325) Siegel; U3 $400
1942 near Algiers.
{$250) Siegel; U12, $70 ($80) Kenedi; UFla,
MIS Sofie Bakke, Aug. 26, 1938. Covers
$400 ($400) Siegel.
are hand canceled at Cristobal on this date
Hawaii, No. 16a, used, touched at top, with "PAQUEBOT" in cancel. The cachet
$1000 ($1200) Wolffers (this identical is printed in blue. Above the picture of a
stamp sold for $170 at a Siegel auction in ship appears "Maiden voyage of the I MIS
1967); No. 61B, perfs. cut, corner perf. SOFIE BAKKE KNUTSEN LINE" and
creases, $6250 ($6000); Philippines, No. below is "Launched January 22, 1938 at
238, plate block of 6, $6000 ($3000) H. R. Gothenburg, Sweden Posted on the High
Harmer.
Seas".
S. S. Panama, May 9, 1939. Covers are
A reliable indicator of the price of Canal
Zone stamps that are not sufficiently rare to postmarked at Colon on this date and bear
be offered as separate auction lots is the Panama stamps. They are handstamped in
POSTStanley Gibbons (New York) price list. The three lines THE PANAMA LINE
price of a number of unused Canal Zone ED ON THE HIGH SEAS S. S. PANAstamps is raised in their latest list including MA". There is also a double line oval hand
Nos. 87, 90, 95, 97, 98, 99, 103, 104, 107, stamp which reads "MAIDEN VOYAGE"
126, 131, 148, 149, 150, 157, C2, C27-31. at top and "S. S. PANAMA" at bottom and
The last named set goes from $9.50 to "APRIL-MAY 1939" in the center. The
$13.00. This set is becoming relatively cachet is printed in blue and red and shows
scarce as very few were saved by philat- the Hags of the United States and Panama.
elists.
A small picture of the ship appears at the
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bottom with the words "Travel via the
PANAMA LINE SAFEST SHIPS IN THE
WORLD". At the top of the cachet is
"MAIDEN VOYAGE I S. S. / 'PANAMA' ". This is a very beautiful cover.
S. S. Ancon, June 29 and July 1, 1939.
Covers are known from the first date from
Cristobal (Paquebot) and the latter date
from Ancon. The first cover has' a dark
blue cachet showing ships on the sea in a
frame with "MERCHANT MARINE AND
SEAPOST MARKINGS". The main part
of the cachet has the wording "5. S. ANCON Maiden Voyage The S. S. Ancon,
second of three ships
now being
the
built by Panama Steamship Line, started
on her
maiden voyage on
June 22nd,
and will return on July 8th." The second
cover has a blue and red cachet showing a
map of the Canal Zone with the canal indicated in red. The Seal of the Canal Zone
is in the upper right in two colors'. Under
the map is a cut of a ship and the same
wording as was used on the S. S. Ancon
covers. At the top it reads "MAIDEN VOYAGE ... S. S. ANCON June-July, 1939
NEW YORK . CANAL ZONE". A handstamp reads "POSTED ON THE HIGH
SEAS
THE PANAMA LINE
S. S.
ANCON",
S. S. Cristobal, Aug. 26, 1939. Covers
are canceled at Gamboa on this date. Across
the entire width of the cover and about
21,2" high is printed a picture of the ship
in black. In a rectangle is stamped a cachet
in green on both the front and back of the
cover reading "FIRST VOYAGE "S. S.
CRISTOBAL" PANAMA TO NEW YORK
AUGUST 27, 1939."
S. S. President Monroe, Jan. 4 (?), 1941.
Covers are machine canceled at Balboa on
this date (which is not clear). There is a
blue hand stamped two circles with "AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES LTD. S.S.
PRES. MONROE" between them and the
date inside the smaller circle "JAN 1, 1941",
"VOY 1" is at the side of the larger circle.
The printed cachet is in red and black.
The ship's Hag is shown in red Hanked by
"FIRST" on left and "TRIP" on right.
Above is the bust of Pres. Monroe. Below
are the words "S. S. PRESIDENT MONROE / AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES
NEW YORK - SAN FRANCISCO DEC.
26, 1940-JAN. 9, 1941".
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New Book on the Canal
A new book has been published on the
history of the Panama Canal from 1870 to
1914. It is "The Path Between the Seas"
by David McCullough, published by Simon
and Schuster. Although it has relatively
little to say about postal matters, it provides
an absolutely fascinating story of the early
efforts of the French to dig a canal and their
failure, the fight between those that wanted
the United States to dig a canal in Nica~
ragua and those who wanted a Panama
canal, and finally the United States' con~
struction of the canal.
'
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Fig. 2. Scott No. 2a. Inverted

First Series
By Gilbert N. Plass
We continue our series of articles in
which we discuss and illustrate rarities of
the first series that have not previously been
shown in our journaL The 5c denomination
is known with inverted overprint, Sqott No.
2a, Fig. L It is probable that an entire pane

Fig. 4. Scott No. 2c. Strip of three, one without

overprint.

overprint.

There are four recorded examples of Scott
No. 2c, pair, one without overprint. One
example is in a block of six, while two more
are in another block of six. These have been
illustrated in Vol. 7, p. 20 (1971).
Since
then another example in a vertical strip of
three on cover has been discovered, Fig. 4.
It has received an APS certificate. It is in
the William A. Matthews collection.
A strange variety is the diagonal overprint, Scott No. 2d, Fig. 5. Again one pane
Fig. 7. CZSG No. 2.1. PANAMA near bar.
variety is very scarce and we have been
able to record only six examples. It .should
also occur with No. 2a and 2d, but has not
been reported. Again Dr. Perry and friends
prepared covers; an example is shown in
Fil!. 8.

Fig.

L

Scott No. 2a. Inverted

overprint.

uf 100 received the inverted overprint. We
have been able to record 28 different examples of this error and doubtless others exist
that have not been placed in the record.
Dr. Perry and his friends mailed at least six
covers with the inverted overprint from Ancon from July 8, 1904 to July 10th. Two of
these covers have single copies of the error,
while the other four (one of these exists
now only as a piece) have a pair of the
error. The example shown in Fig. 2 was
mailed in Ancon on Friday, July 8, 1904.
This stamp is also known with double
overprint, Scott No. 2b, Fig. 3. A good ex-

Fig. 5. Scott No. 2d. Diagonal

of 100 apparently was overprinted in this
manner. This is the only denomination of
the first series to receive such a diagonal
overprint. Again Dr. Perry and his friends
were busy mailing covers with this error.
An example is shown in Fig. 6 which was
mailed at Cristobal on Tuesday, June 28,
1904. Seven examples on cover are record-

ample of the double overprint on any of the
first series should show two complete overprints, well separated from each other. We
have been able to record 10 copies of this
error.

Fig. 8. CZSG No. 2.1. PANAMA near bar.

ed.

Fig. 6. Scott No. 2d. Diagonal

Fig. 3. Scott No. 2b. Double overprint.

overprint.

overprint.

On Pas. 31 and 36 of the PANAMA overprint the left PANAMA is only 2'\4 mm below the bar instead of the normal 3% to 4
mm. This variety is CZSG No. 2.1 and is
shown in Fig. 7. Since 7800 copies of the
5c value were issued and this variety occurS twice in every pane of 100, there should
have been 156 copies issued. However, this
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Fig. 9. CZSG No. 2.2. "Colon".
A work-up occurred on Pos. 44 and 49
with the result that two dots printed before
the righi: PANAMA. This variety has been
known as the "colon",CZSG No. 2.2, Fig. 9.
Again 156 copies should have been issued,
but this variety is also very scarce. Again

we have been able to record only six examples. It is quite a mystery as to why
more copies of CZSG No. 2.1 and 2.2 do
not seem to exist. Does any member have
any explanation?

1849 Letter about Zone Crossing
Torbjorn Larsson-Fedde sends the following letter which was written by a Norwegian who had gone to California to find
gold. The letter was written on July 15,
1849 and sent back to Norway where it was
printed in the "Christiania Posten" on Nov.
15, 1849.
"Once again I have the pleasure of writing to you, dear W., even though I am
Fig. 1. Scott No. UXlc. Triple surcharge, one inverted.
1000 miles away and over 250 miles from
the sea coast. At this moment I am in the
No. UXlc
Panama Canal Review
Sierra-Nevada Mountains in California.
The Summer 1977 issue of the "Panama
"Before I can begin my ;tory, I must give
Through the courtesy of Al Bew we are
you an account of all that has happened pleased to illustrate for the first time the Canal Review" is largely devoted to Canal
since my last letter. You will remember that only known copy of Scott No. UXlc. This Zone stamps. The front and back covers
I wrote about my deciding to go to Cali- is the l¢ on 2¢ surcharge of 1907 with a contain good color reproductions of about
fornia. I left New York on February 1, to- triple surcharge, one inverted in lower left 60 Canal Zone stamps. Inside there are artigether with about 300 other passengers, and corner of card, Fig. 1. These cards were cles on "Stamps provide a colorful look at
arrived in Havana eight days later. The surcharged by the Isthmian Canal Commis- local history"; "The 'bridgeless' bridge
voyage on the Steamship Falcon was most sion and a number of different errors exist. stamps are selling for $3,500 each"; "Presicomfortable. We stayed one whole day in The surcharge with CANAL 15 mID long dent Roosevelt suggested the design for the
Havana and no one else could have pos- is also known Witll a double surcharge, Scott 2.5th anniversary commemorative stamps";
sibly enjoyed this' day in Havana more than No. UXla, and with a double surcharge one and an article on the history of the post
we did. From there we sailed to Chagres, inverted, Scott No. UXlb. In addition to office including the early Lindbergh airmail
which was a four-day journey. Here we left the surcharge with CANAL 13 mm long flights. All of these articles are illustrated
the Steamship Falcon and sailed with an- of which only 10,000 were printed is known with photographs of local scenes as well as
Canal Zone stamps. A limited number of
other steamship up the beautiful Chagres with double surcharge, Scott No. UXle.
River, which is about 60 to 100 feet wide
copies are available for 75¢. Make checks
payable to the Panama Canal CQ!)1panyand
and very shallow. When the steamship could
Canal Zone Postage. Stamps
send to the Pana-ma Canal Review, Box M,
not go any further than approximately_25
English miles, we had to travel the rest of
The book "Canal Zone Postage Stamps" Balboa Heights, C. Z.
the way by canoe. The canoes ranged from by Edward I. P. Tatelman et a!. published
a length of 20 to 80 feet and were paddled by the Canal Zone Postal Service sold in a
First Day of No. U9
by naked Negroes. There were from one to recent auction for $10.00. According to the
All
catalogues
seem to agree that the loeight Negroes assigned to the canoes, ac- latest list from the Canal Zone Philatelic
cording to the length. As for myself, I got Agency this book is still available from them cally printed l¢ and 2¢ envelopes of 1924
were issued on Oct. 24, 1924. However,
one of the smallest canoes with just one for $2.50. It is a great bargain for anyone
there does not appear to be any evidence
Negro. These Negroes were very kind and interested in Canal Zone stamps.
for this date in the available literature. These
honest people.
They showed unusual
envelopes were first printed on S'ept. 20,
strength and endurance the way they pad1924 and so they could ha~e been issued
More Numbers
dled the canoes against the strong current
earlier. Now William Kuttner has found an
without any rest except when they ate their
Dick S'alz reports more Job numbers for example of No. U9 clearly postmarked on
simple meals.
the American Bank Note printings. Scott Oct. 10, 1924. Thus it appears that these
"After 40 hours on the boat, I arrived in Nos. 49, 50, and 51 all are known with envelopes were available at least by this
Georgia, which is a little state of about F-5082. He also reports that No. 106 is date. Let us all check the dates on our used
1500 Indians. Here four of my friends and known with the sideographer's initials envelopes and report any before Oct. 24th
I pitched our tent and waited for the rest H.W.W. on the left margin.
to your Editor.
of the excursion party. From there it was
about 23 miles through very rough country
NEW LIST
Early Cover of No. 42
to Panama. Transportation of goods is very
sent for stamped, addressed large
cheap here. We bought six horses, which
The four low values of the pictorial series,
(#10) envelope. Includes detailed stacost us from 14 to 25 dollars each. One of Scott Nos. 42-45, were issued on March 1,
tionery listing by Scott and UPSS
my friends and I transported our own bag- 1915. Several first day covers of the 2¢
numbers including recent revalued
gage the whole way to Panama.
value are known, but none of the other
items.
"The standard of health was very good values. Richard H. Fawcett reports that he
Canal Zone material also wanted.
here, even though the "New York Journal" has obtained 13 picture postal cards showAdvise
holdings. Travel East sevstated that it was terrible. During my whole ing various views of the canal. All of these
eral times per year.
cards were mailed with Scott No. 42 and
journey, I only heard of a few sicknesses.
Rick Schwartz
"On March 10, we left Panama by steam- are postmarked at Ancon on March 11, 1915
Dealing Exclusively in Canal Zone
ship and headed for San Francisco, where at 10:30 A.M. If you have any earlier covP. O. Box 25193
we arrived on April 1, exactly two months ers of this stamp, please write to Mr. FawLos Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 683-2522
cett.
after leaving New York."
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Secretari s Report
Alfred R. Bew
29 S. South Carolina Ave.
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401
The following proposed amendment (ad
dition) to the by-laws, signed by ten mem
bers, will be presented for consideration a
the next regular election: that Section 2 wi]
be added to Article VIII-Amendments. (See
tion 1 of Article VIII states in part tha
"these Bylaws may be amended at any reg,
ular biennial election of the CZSC.")
Section 2. These Bylaws may be amended at any time other than that provided in
Section 1 of Article VIII by a majority
of the eligible votes cast. The proposed
change or changes shall be submitted in
writing to the Secretary, with justification
thereof, over the signature of at least ten
( 10) members in good standing. The
Secretary shall submit the proposed
change(s) to a vote by the membership
not later than 30 days after his receipt of
the proposed change (s). Accompanying
the ballot shall be a presentation of arguments both for and against the proposal (s). Those votes received more than 30
days after the date of mailing of the ballots by the Secretary shall not be counted. The Board of Elections shall certify
the results to the Secretary who in turn
shall cause the official announcement to
be published in the next issue of The
Canal Zone Phikztelist.
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Proposal
The present method of amending the bylaws can result in a delay of two years from
the start of the proceedings. With this in
mind, your governing body is aiming to
shorten the waiting period should the need
arise.
The Secretary's Report states the proposed
addition to the by-laws. It will be placed
on the November ballot for your consideration. Please read it carefully.
Executive Committee
Board of Directors
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President's Report (Continued

from page 17)

were approached, directly and through the
philatelic press and their opinions and suggestions regarding the proposed organization were obtained. The response was quite
gratifying and in October, 1952, the group
came into being with the announcement
that applications for membership would be
accepted. As a result the C.Z.S.G. now commences its first year of existence with almost
100 members."
A report on the Canal Zone book by Gilbert N. Plass, Geoffrey Brewster, and Richard H. Salz: we are making some progress
on the manuscript and rather good progress
on the illustrations. Approximately 475
negatives have been enlarged into glossy
black and white prints which will be
"screened" for making the offset illustrations
to be used in the book. Weare lucky to

have a photo lab that is taking extra pains
to enlarge the photos in ratio to the actual
size of the stamps.
After the book is published one might ask
if there are any other subjects on which one
could write? Here is a good answer to that
question-it is quoted from the Dade-Schay
manuscript:
"Nothing for example has been written
about the passage of mail across the Isthmus
before the Canal was constructed; the paquebot service and cancellations; railroad
cancellations and mail; cancellations in general; chronological initiation and closure of
the various postoffices; the fiscal handling
of international mail and the Panama-Canal
Zone mail; registration; postal service during Canal construction days, sale of United
States stamps on the Zone; stamp vending
machines; postal money order business and
its most interesting history; internal operations of the Canal Zone postal system such
as classification of post offices, fiscal reports and accounting, etc., and many more
interesting subjects on which many volumes
of files and records exist."
From these various subjects one could
write many interesting reports for your fellow members to read about in the CZP.
Member Thomas Brougham (2139 Grant
St., No.6, Berkeley, Calif. 94703) has done
just that! Read the lead article and discover
what he found in a cheap cover accumulation. His find is the reason for some deep
digging into the subject of registration; it
has resulted in not only a first rate story,
but in Tom's suggestion to form a Postal
History Committee. With no hesitation on
my part Thomas Brougham is hereby appointed to the chairmanship of that committee. He is most interested in hearing
from any members who have additional information or who would like to join his
committee.
Noone likes to discuss his failures, but
I'm quite certain that all of you have noticed an almost complete absence of articles
in the CZP from the various committees
that have been appointed during the past six
years. It is impossible to make committees
produce reports or articles unless their spirits
are moved! And I am apparently a very
poor spirit mover. A suggestion for your
next president would be to put the subject
of committees at the top of his agenda - a
major overhaul is necessary. As mentioned
in previous reports, I have a large file of
information on various Canal Zone subjects
- it is available to anyone who can make
use of it. Please write.
No other startling news for this time. More
scintillating and succinct bits of information
in my next and final report.

Potomac Chapter
The Potomac Chapter of the CZSG meets
monthly except during the summer. Those
wishing further information about the meetings should call Will Kuttner at 654-3246
or Victor Bailey at 773-1431.
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Forgeries
A number of forgeries of the first series
of 1904 have been sent to the APS Expert
Committee recently. Members should always
exercise caution when purchasing these
stamps. Scott No. 84a, CANAL only, must
have the overprint at the batt'om of the
stamp, as this error was caused by the overprint being placed too low on the pane so
that only CANAL printed on the top row
of stamps (and ZONE CANAL on the reremaining rows). Forgeries exist with CANAL only at the top of the stamp.
For a stamp to be a true ZONE CANAL
error the entire overprint must be on one
stamp without any trace of another overprint at the top or bottom of the stamp.
Otherwise it is classified as a split overprint.
A stamp which was clearly a split overprint
was recently offered as No. 86e.
Although a ZONF error is offered from
time to time on No. 31, all copies seen by
your Editor have a complete ZONE overprint. The bottom part of the E sometimes
happens to print on the very dark green part
of the basic design and is very difficult to
see, but with care and a strong magnifying
glass it can be determined that it is there.
We have warned members many times
about purchaSing at high prices Scott Nos.
14 and 18-20 without the CANAL ZONE
overprint. These were printed by someone
with access to the printing plant in Panama
where the PANAMA overprint was applied.
They exist not only _wit],,a Qor'Ill<lLPanflma
__
overprint, but with this overprint inverted,
double, double inverted, etc. These overprints are classified as printers waste, were
never even sent to the Canal Zone government, and are worth ony a few dollars each
as curiosities. Recently they were offered
in an auction sale and also in one dealer's
price list at the ridiculous price of $200.

Plate Blocks of No. J3
Plate number blocks of six of Scott No.
J3, the 10¢ postage due of 1914 are extremely rare. In fact your Editor has been able
to record only one plate number block of
six complete with imprint, star and plate
number. If any member has an example in
his collection, please advise your Editor.

(;OVERS
CanaL Zone
and

100,000 others
WE BUY GOOD

COVERS

d ~e~~~~~ti~~~~!~
=
BOX 333, ULETA, FLA, 33164

Fig. 1. First registered cover from Gorgona.

Registry Service(Continued

from page 17)

registered package envelopes addressed to
the proper United States registry exchange
office as shown in the Postal Guide [method
IJ; or, all matter registered for offices outside the Canal Zone may be inclosed in registered package envelopes addressed to a
selected distributing office in the Canal Zone
(which presumably, would be Cristobal), the
registered package envelopes to be opened
at the latter office and the inclosed registry
bills to be signed and returned, while the
registered letters and parcels, with return
receipts attached, would be sent in a registered dispatch to New York, N.Y., there to
be distributed to destinations [method II]."
At this time all domestic U.S. registered
mail, and by extension, all such Canal Zone
mail, had return receipts. There was no
,.,."

"!

':

(0

'!

••

aaOltlOnal cnarge tor thIS servICe.

The letter continues: "In either case, all
registered mail for destinations outside the
Canal Zone should, for the present, be ...
labeled to the Postmaster at New York,
N.Y."

"If the registered package envelopes be
addressed to United States post offices or
registry exchange offices, they will not be
opened at the dispatching office from which
the mail is sent to New York [method I]
"If, however, it be deemed preferable to
have the registered package envelopes addressed to some distributing office in the
Canal Zone, they will be opened there
[method II].
"Advice is also requested as to the dispatch of mail matter addressed to adjacent
foreign countries, and to countries which
could be reached more expeditiously in
direct dispatches than if the mail were sent
via New York."
The new stamps issued on December 12,
1904, implementing the Taft Agreement,
included an eight cent denomination intended to pay the registry fee. Otherwise, little
was done to establish registry in the eight
months following the previous letter.
On June 13, 1905 the Third Assistant
Postmaster 'General wrote to Tom M. Cooke,
Director of Posts for the Canal Zone. Quoting a letter from another department, he
informed Cooke that "a complete supply of

Fig. 2. Registered cover No. 56 from Ancon.

blanks, scales, ink, pads, registry books,
rubber stamps, stationery, and all forms
necessary for the equipment of the fifteen
offices, have ... been forwarded ... ."
Accounting for all "fifteen offices" will
be discussed later in the section on covers
and cancels.
The letter goes on to say: "It is assumed
that, with the aid of the instructions and
supplies which have been sent you, there
will be no difficulty in completely establishing registry service at all of the post offices
under your charge."
This letter does not specify which of the
two methods of handling had been chosen.
Curiously, the balance of this letter talks
of problems which had already occurred
with the handling of registered mail. "It is
understood that occasionally closed registered mails from the Canal Zone labeled to
New York are received on steamers arriving
at J:1e\vOrleans and vice versa.11 "I enclose
...
a communication ...
relative to the
irregular receipt of undelivered registered
mail returned from the Canal Zone." "Reports of registry business for the six months
ended December 31, 1904, at the post offices
of Gorgona and La Boca, have heen received
at this office... ."
Likely, all these problems concerned registered mail originating outside the .Canal
Zone postal system, such as mail to the Zone
or mail from the military bases. I wonder,
though, how valuable official mail was handled prior to the formal establishing of the
registry service. There are no reported examples of mail from the Zone which entered
the U.S. registry system prior to August
1905.
The Postal Laws and Regulations of 1902
required the registration of "letters and parcels found in post-office drops having sufficient stamps attached for registration" and
otherwise acceptable for the service. This
provided, theoretically, a method for insinuating mail from the Canal Zone into the
U.S. registry system. I find it difficult to
believe that no arrangement was made for
the registration of valuable official mail, at
least.
No specific date for the beginning of the
registry service is given in any official report
or correspondence. This imprecision, so
much at odds with the custom in reports
from the Zone to date and measure everything, makes me think the service was not
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begun at all offices on the same date.
(This article will be continued in the next
issue. In the meantime the author would
like to receive reports and/or photostats of
early registered covers.)

Plate Numbers
Can anyone report the following plate
numbers, even in single copies? No. 71:
16006,16558; No. 73: 15603,15623,17110,
17115; No. J19: 14029. Please advise your
Editor if you have any of these plate numbers.

CANAL ZONE RARITIES
No. 15 VARO About VF, full trop
og, "PANAMA" 15 mm, 1978
Est. Cat. $900
Net $800
No. 15 (2), 15 VAR (2)0 Blk of
4, Ex. fine, trap ag. top pair
:IPAi·;AMA'·o i5 mm iong, pOS.
56-i, 66-i, Ex Justin Coll. Net $4,500
No. 210 Full Pane of 100, VFSuperb, og, NH, LL pane with

imprint at side and foot,
Cat. $875

Net $850

No. 460 PI. No. Blk of 8, VF, Mint
og, NH with imprint, PFC Net $1500
No. 62ao Full sheet of 100, F-VF/
Superb, mint og, NH, folded

down center, minor perf sepa-

ration and gum stains. in left
selvage, Cat. $1,500
Net $950
No. 6io Br comer Elk of 4 with
PI. No. 47, JF-VF, mint og,
NH, sheet margin sealed tear
and SI. age stains, rare
Net $1350
No. 6io Blk of 4, extremely fine,
mint og, NH
Net $2000

No. 92bo "Zone" inverted error
VF -5 the center stamp in F-VF
Blk of 9, og, NH
Net $2250
No. 15iao Missing Bridge superb,
mint og, NH, Pos. 22, (A copy
in 4-28-77 Wolffers Auction
realized $4,500)
Net $4,500
No. C09° VF, mint og, NH, very
rare unused, practically all
known are C.T.O., PFC
Net $1000
What else would you like to see?
Comprehensive

"Canal Zone"

stock available

Satisfaction or Immediate Refund
Gladly Sent on Approval with References
Installment Payment Terms If Desired
(No Interest or Carrying Charges)
~ASTER

CHARGE accepted on
large orders.

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
SPA
CSA

88 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02108
Phone (617) 523-2522

APS

